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The Medical Knowledge Landscape

- Where does the research informing clinical 
guidelines come from?

- How representative are cohorts used to train 
models?

- Who are given the platform to impact health 
research?

- What groups are being funded?

- Can we measure and track this knowledge 
landscape?



Gatekeepers of Medical Knowledge

- Researchers decide the methodology of knowledge 
collection

- Journals decide what research reaches the masses 

- Funders & Industry decide what research are 
conducted

- Universities determine who have a seat at the table

- Key players - journals, investigators, funders - should 
be evaluated for their impact on the knowledge 
ecosystem.





Case Study: Sepsis Literature







Nurse-engineer collaboration in critical care 
alarm research: a systematic bibliometric analysis

Louis Agha-Mir-Salim, Lucas McCullum, Enrico Dähnert, 
Yanick-Daniel Scheel, Ainsley Wilso4, Marianne Carpio, 

Carmen Chan, Claudia Lo, Lindsay Maher, Corinna Dressler, 
Felix Balzer, Leo Anthony Celi, Akira-Sebastian Poncette, 

Michele M. Pelter





Models & Guidelines

- What patients are represented in studies that inform 
guidelines?

- What data has a model been trained and validated on?

- What is the gender and race-ethnicity balance of the 
cohorts?

- What are the demographics  of the investigators? What 
communities do they represent?



Journals

- What are the proportion of LMIC authors?

- Where is the data used in studies coming 
from?

- Is there a diversity of perspectives being 
platformed?

- What institutions are represented?

- How are they contributing to Equitable 
Science?2

https://equitablescience.com/


Authors

- Who do they work with in terms of co-
authorship?

- Whose perspectives are  represented in the 
papers they co-author?

- Is their research transparent and 
reproducible?

- Is research performed  on a diverse cohort?

- Do they contribute resources such as datasets 
and repositories to the research community?



Start of the Journey: Who else should be 
on this table?

- Data used to inform models and guidelines need 
characterizing. 

- The knowledge landscape needs mapping.

- This is an emerging field whose importance is only 
growing.

- We need a diverse group passionate about 
revamping the knowledge ecosystem  that will 
benefit everyone.






